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 Colonel Raghavan (Akshay Kumar) is a veteran of the Indian Armed forces, a military who fights for the country's
independence, having survived a few actions with the freedom of country. After his elder brother, Major Joginder (Rahul Ram),
gets killed during an action, Raghavan decides to retire from the military. Raghavan lives his life of peace, taking up a job at a
tractor showroom, until . . Raghavan gets a call from an unknown number and is told that his niece, Neeraja (Kangna Ranaut),
and her friend, Aarushi (Kritika Kamra), are missing. Raghavan reluctantly leaves his job to search for them. On . His friend,

Colonel . (O. P. R. Srinivasan), convinces Raghavan to join an elite force created by the Indian government in order to infiltrate
the so-called . The team, consisting of . and . They . and Raghavan's ex-comrades. With their involvement, they go on several
missions, most of which are terminated by the enemy. After the mission, Raghavan is told by their commanding officer, . that
Neeraja and Aarushi were kidnapped in a failed mission. Raghavan learns that Neeraja's father was killed by the enemy, and

decides to go and rescue her. On his way, he meets . , and they battle, but the enemy is too many for Raghavan to handle alone.
Raghavan rescues the four and safely brings them back to the government safe house. When they arrive at the safe house, the
entire team is attacked by . , a . alien-like species, which begins killing people indiscriminately. As the chaos begins, the four

survivors are taken captive by . He attempts to brainwash Raghavan in order to use him for the . Raghavan breaks out and begins
killing the . Production In July 2014, a press release from Ayushman Khurrana's Twitter account gave the first hints that his
upcoming film will be titled Independence Day Resurgence, and that it would be made by Fox Star Studios. The film was

officially announced at the MAMI Mumbai Film Festival. Akshay Kumar will 82157476af
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